Impairments of exploration and memory after systemic or prelimbic D1-receptor antagonism in rats.
D1-receptor antagonism is known to impair rodent memory but also inhibits spontaneous exploration of stimuli to be remembered. Hypo-exploration could contribute to impaired memory by influencing event processing. In order to explore this effect, the D1 receptor antagonist, SCH23390, was administered to rats via routes that either did or did not affect spontaneous exploration: systemic or prelimbic administration, respectively. Effects were tested in spatial and non-spatial memory tasks selected for their requirements for self-initiated exploration of stimuli to be remembered in order to examine the effects on memory: cross-maze and object recognition task. Systemic administration reduced spatial exploration in cross-maze as well as in an open field test, and also reduced object exploration. Spatial (hippocampus-dependent) short-term memory was inhibited in the cross-maze and non-spatial short-term object retention was also impaired. In contrast to these systemic effects, bilateral injections of SCH23390 into the prelimbic cortices altered neither spatial nor object exploration, but did inhibit short-term memory in both cross-maze and object recognition task. Therefore, the inhibiting effects of SCH23390 on both spatial and non-spatial memory were not mediated indirectly via reduced exploration of stimuli to be remembered, but through antagonism of a prelimbic D1-R function that is directly involved in memory formation. Finally, a cooperative regulation of spatial exploration between D1-R and mGlu5 was indicated by a synergistic effect of the antagonists SCH23390 and MPEP.